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 دقيقه 15: زمان پيشنهادي

 درس ششم سال چهارم

1- “Why did you stay up late last night?” “……. for the exam today.” 
 1) Because I study 2) So that I study 3) To study 4) Studying 

2- He waited outside the classroom ………. with the teacher. 
 1) spoke 2) in order speak 3) that speak 4) so as to speak 

3- She left home early ………. be the first person to arrive at the meeting. 
 1) in order that 2) so 3) so as 4) in order to 

4- He couldn't buy the shirt ………. he had spent all his money. 
 1) as 2) so as 3) in order that 4) while 

5- American baseball fans are quiet ………. Japanese fans are very loud. 
 1) since 2) whereas 3) so that 4) in order 

6- ………. I was leaving the house, I suddenly remembered that I had forgotten my ticket. 
 1) Since 2) So that 3) In order to 4) As 

7- They took their old mother to a house for old people ………. care of. 
 1) to take 2) so as to be taken 3) in order take 4) so that she taken 

8- He studied hard ………. ready for the upcoming exams the following month. 
 1) to 2) in order 3) so as to be 4) in order that 

9- Would you move a little bit ………. Mary can sit down as well? 
 1) so as 2) so that 3) to 4) in order to be able 

10- ………. on time, would you all arrive on time? 
 1) So that we started the meeting 2) In order for the meeting to start 

 3) For the meeting started 4) Starting the meeting 

11- The little baby woke up crying. She had just had a bad ………. . 
 1) body 2) unit 3) dream 4) feature 

12- Many people use ………. sweeteners in their coffee instead of sugar. 
 1) artificial 2) distant 3) brief 4) alarmed 

13- He was on a dangerous ………. behind enemy lines when he was killed. 
 1) orbit 2) link 3) agency 4) mission 

14- If you listened carefully, you could hear a(n) ………. voice calling for help. 
 1) mineral 2) inventive 3) distant 4) immediate 

15- This scientist makes his own drawings of the plants that he ………. . 
 1) remains 2) observes 3) invents 4) rises 

16- What you see is ………. by a series of lenses within the telescope. 
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 1) alarmed 2) discovered 3) dreamed 4) magnified 

17- Whenever possible, she and I would go off and ………. the countryside, taking a picnic 
with us. 

 1) alarm 2) direct 3) explore 4) indicate 

18- Javad Maroofi was ………. to be one of the finest pianists of his time. 
 1) considered 2) directed 3) reached 4) offered 

19- The doctor used a ………. which records electrical activity in the brain. 
 1) land 2) volume 3) vehicle 4) device 

20- With the development of telescope, space science entered a new ………. . 
 1) satellite 2) phase 3) planet 4) universe 

21- He seemed to be lost so a policeman ………. him to where he wanted to go. 
 1) discovered 2) probed 3) directed 4) encouraged 

22- A newspaper ………. into hospital conditions has led the public to ask for improvements. 
 1) mass 2) probe 3) universe 4) era 

23- At 7 p.m. Tehran's streets are crowded with ………. of all kinds. 

 1) ages 2) dreams 3) vehicles 4) purposes 

24- ‘That’s her,’ said John, ………. a girl on the other side of the room. 
 1) exploring 2) launching 3) processing 4) indicating 

25- Tehran is the most ………. populated cities in Iran. 
 1) densely 2) mentally 3) basically 4) economically 
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